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Is everyone buckled in?
Ms Jacqui is checking!



Off we go!



Ms Denise and Saud got to sit behind 
the driver!



Muna was very excited to be going on 
the bus with her friends! Ms Salwa S was 
her partner!



Here we are at 
the museum!



LET’S GO INTO THE MUSEUM!



WOW! WE CONDUCT ELECTRICITY !
IN WE GO!



WATCHING CLOSELY!



Our own 
PVPS Jedi’s! 
Conducting 
electricity 
through their 
bodies to 
make the 
light glow!



We made the 
hot air balloon 
rise up by 
heating the air 
with a flame!



Can you guess whose shadows we have here?



There was a balancing challenge and a 
jumping challenge too! Vivek showed 
Mohammed how to do the jump!



Teo and Ms 
Jacqui 
completed the 
rolling 
challenge



Spinning was tricky but Mohammed and 
Shahad managed it with help!





The 
Spinning 

Game was 
fun!



Are you dizzy 
yet?



One very big 
mouth!



We couldn’t get this man’s insides back 
in place!

We tried!



The Children’s Museum is a 
unique building!



Goodbye 
Museum!



Off to the 
library!



Lunchtime before we 
enter the library!



We are very hungry after our adventure in the Children’s Museum!



Time to finish lunch and 
clean up!



Shoes off before 
visiting the library!



There are beautiful 
books in the
library!



There are games 
in the library too!



… and reading tents



Some children chose to colour-in at the library!



Great 
drawing 
Saud!

Excellent 
matching 
Elyas!



Others just wanted 
to read!



And 
read….



Rest time?



..and 
read!



Some children got 
to have a play on 
the computers at 
the end!



The Activity room 
was popular too!



Before 
long, it was 
time to go 
back to the 
bus….so 
shoes on!



Let’s grab our bags and go down the stairs to 
the bus!



Ms Nithya is 
checking 
that 
everyone is 
on board!



Off we go back to 
school!



Yeh! Here we 
are back at 
PVPS safely!



I wonder where 
our next excursion 

will be to?


